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Databases

The RUC library collects more than 400 types of databases. In the section of
databases, readers can enter any foreign language database for retrieval.

Foreign Languages Discovery System

This system integrates and reveals more than 90% of library’s academic
resources in foreign languages, which can realize the one-stop search of
foreign language resources, including both paper resources and electronic
resources. Readers can obtain different types of documents, such as news,
reports, monographs, academic journals, academic papers, videos, etc. They
can choose the language of documents as well.

Two entries to English e-resources



Foreign Language Discovery System



Language options



Enter search keywords

Select “Advanced Search”





Limit your results 
with limiters，
including full text, 
peer reviewed, 
journal name, date 
published, 
language and so on.







Search results can be filtered in 
a number of ways, including: 
limiting the scope of the search, 
extending the range of results, 
publication date, resource type, 
subject terms, publishers, and 
more.

Sort the results, change the page 
display options or share the results.Total amount of search results

Preview or save the 
search result.

Get full text
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Foreign Language 
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Initials



Foreign Languages

Foreign Language 
Databases



Economics



E-books



E-journals Dissertations



Foreign languages

Law and politics





Foreign Languages
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Name



Visits







EBSCO is one of the world's largest specialist companies providing
journal and document ordering, and publishing services. Designed
for academic institutions, EBSCO-Academic Search Complete
(ASC) is a leading resource for scholarly research. It supports high-
level research in the key areas of academic study by providing
journals, periodicals, reports, books and more.
Content Includes:
More than 8,400 full-text journals
More than 7,300 full-text peer-reviewed journals
More than 800 full-text books, reports and conference papers.



Package Access Web Address 



Language options



二 馆藏英文电子资源获取

Choose the search field 
from the optional Select 
a field drop-down list.

Click on the Plus button 
or Minus button to add 
or delete rows.



二 馆藏英文电子资源获取

Apply limiters such as 
published date, publication 
type and language.







Click to obtain PDF full text

Result sort options, page 
display options, sharing options.







Elsevier is a Dutch publishing company and one of the world's major providers of scientific,
technical, and medical information. ScienceDirect is the core product of Elsevier.

E-Journals 
It is a full-text database covering all disciplines. RUC Library subscribes full-text journals
from 2004 to present in the fields of management and accounting, computer science,
decision science, economics and finance, psychology, social sciences and humanities, etc.

E-Books
Elsevier e-books use the same platform as e-journals. Readers may click on “Books” in the
tab bar on the front page to browse e-books. The books subscribed by RUC library include:
① Monograph books: 583 monograph books, mainly in finance, computer science and

other fields.
② Large-scale reference tools ： International Encyclopedia of Social and Behavioral

Sciences (Second Edition)
③ Handbook series：Handbooks in Economics Series. The book is currently published in

more than 100 volumes.



Package Access Web Address 





There are more search 
options in Advanced Search, 
such as publication year, 
author, author affiliation, as 
well as title, abstract or 
author-specified keywords. 
You can also set the 
volumes, issues and pages 
of the journal.















Click to browse resources in 
social sciences and humanities.









The JSTOR (Journal Storage) database is a full-text database
providing back issues of more than 700 academic journals, and
more journals are constantly being added. The subject areas
covered by JSTOR include: Anthropology, Architecture, Art, Ecology,
Economics, Biology, Finance, General Science, History, Literature,
Law, Mathematics, Philosophy, Political Science, Population
Studies, Psychology, public Administration, Sociology, Statistics,
African American Studies, Asian Studies and so on. Because
JSTOR’s aim is to archive, there is usually a one-to-five-year time
lag between the newly published journals and the content provided
by JSTOR.



Package Access Web Address 



Five ways to 
browse the 
resources.

Default interface: 
Basic Search



Click to add a 
search box.

Limit your result by item type 
and language.

Advanced Search provides 
five options of search fields.



Limit your result by date, title, 
ISBN, and discipline, etc.



Example:
Key words: financial, management
Search field: Item title
Item type: Articles, Books, Research reports
Language: English
Publication date: From 2017 to 2022



61 search results in total
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